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� Besides requirements of accurate target 
tracking and classification, one of the key 
design goal of VigilNet is to achieve long-
term surveillance.
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� Requirements
� Rare and critical event detection
� Flexibility

� Environment
� Node density is high
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� There are three strategies, namely the 
tripwire service, sentry service and duty cycle 
scheduling.

� In order to support these strategies, all nodes 
must be able to find their own position.
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� The rational behind the tripwire service is 
the existence of roads in the interest.

� Tripwire partition
� A network with n bases is partitioned into n 

tripwire sections.
� Partition by distance, routing by minimum 

hops

� Tripwire scheduling
� Tripwire duty cycle (TDC), which is the 

percentage of active rounds in the schedule.
� Each section has its own scheduling.

� TDC=50% � 1001, 1010
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� The rational behind the sentry service is the high 
node density within the section.

� Sentry selection
� Exchange its node ID, position, number of neighbors, and 

its own energy readings with neighbor
� Build up a one-hop neighbor table
� Declare itself as sentry

�

� Declaration range

� Rotation
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� A target normally stays in the sensing area of a 
node for a non-negligible period of time.

� Periodically active
� Let Ton be the active duration and Toff be the inactive 

duration, then 
� Sentry Toggle Period (STP) = Ton + Toff

� Sentry Duty Cycle (SDC) = Ton / STP 
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TDC = 100%

Ton Toff
STP = Ton + Toff (   1s   )
SDC = Ton / STP  ( 25% )

1) tripwire service

2) sentry service

3) sentry duty 
cycle scheduling

base

sentry node
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� Distribute 10,000 nodes randomly within a 
1000 x 1000 m2 square.

� Parameter effect 
� System key parameters
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1) tripwire duty
cycle

default
TDC = 100%
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2) sentry service

3) sentry duty 
cycle

default
SDC = 25%
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��% Guidelines: Smaller STP is better for detection delay.
Need rapid sensor wakeup and quick target detection algorithm.

3) sentry toggle
period

default
STP = 1s
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experiment can handle target with speed up to 16m/s.

default
VS = 4m/s
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� VigilNet can achieve long-term surveillance.
� We can tune the parameter to adapt to different 

environment, so VigilNet is flexible.
� We identify several useful guidelines for future 

research.
� To reduce the detection delay, we choose a small STP.
� To increase the network lifetime, we select a small 

SDC.


